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Abstract



Chapter 1

Background

1.1 Introduction by PI

...
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Chapter 2

Raw data
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2.1 Quality assurance of array data

...

2.1.1 Empirical densities

Figure 2.1: Empirical densities of log2G, log2R, A and M , each across all 15 arrays.
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2.1.2 Pairwise scatter plots

Figure 2.2: Pairwise scatter plots of log2R for each pair of the 15 arrays.
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Figure 2.3: Pairwise scatter plots of log2G for each pair of the 15 arrays.
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Figure 2.4: Pairwise scatter plots of A for each pair of the 15 arrays.
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2.1.3 Spatial distributions
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Figure 2.5: Spatial distribution of log2G for each of the 15 arrays. Spots which contains
only buffer are left blank, i.e. their signals have been dropped. The vertical striped pattern
is due to how spots are printed onto the array and which genes are on which microtiter
plates.
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Figure 2.6: Spatial distribution of log2R for each of the 15 arrays. Spots which contains
only buffer are left blank, i.e. their signals have been dropped. The vertical striped pattern
is due to how spots are printed onto the array and which genes are on which microtiter
plates.
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Figure 2.7: Spatial distribution of A for each of the 15 arrays. Spots which contains only
buffer are left blank, i.e. their signals have been dropped. The vertical striped pattern
is due to how spots are printed onto the array and which genes are on which microtiter
plates.
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Figure 2.8: Spatial distribution of M for each of the 15 arrays. Spots which contains only
buffer are left blank, i.e. their signals have been dropped. The vertical striped pattern
is due to how spots are printed onto the array and which genes are on which microtiter
plates.
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2.1.4 Printorder

Figure 2.9: Average log-intensities (A) ordered according to how features where spotted
onto the microarray. Print-tip cycles #1-1152 contains spots interrogating genes with
names ”HCMV*”. Print-tip cycles about #145-165 contains spots interrogating genes
with names ”NA *”. The remaining print-tip cycles contains ”buffer-only” spots, which
data points we have dropped.
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2.1.5 Log-ratio log-intensity plots

Figure 2.10: Log-ratio log-intensity plots for all 15 arrays. The spots interrogating genes
with names ”NA *” are highlighted in blue.
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2.1.6 Heatmap of log-ratios with samples clustered

Figure 2.11: Heatmap of gene expression where the 15 arrays have been clustered.
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Chapter 3

Normalized data

3.1 Normalization

We normalize data using affine transforms, that is, for each array i = 1, 2, . . . , 15 and
channel c = {R,G} we subtract a constant ai,c and then divide by another constant bi,c.

3.1.1 Subtracting scanner offsets

To start, we correct for scanner offset as assessed from our multiscan study12. In that study
we concluded that subtracting 20 from the green channel and 25 from the red channel is a
decent choice.

3.1.2 Manual correction of the green channel

We affine transform the green channel (independently of the red one) such that there
is a one-to-one affine relationship between the arrays, which results in the green-signal
data points being scatter around the diagonal line. This normalization is done by visual
inspection, because it turned out to be hard to estimate the two affine parameters in a
stable fashion.

3.1.3 Manual correction of the red relative to the green channel

After having normalized the green channel across arrays, we bring the red channel toward
the green channel for each array independently. This normalization is done by visual
inspection, because it turned out to be hard to estimate the two affine parameters in a
stable fashion.

1BengtssonH 20110114-MicroarrayMultiscan.pdf
2H. Bengtsson, Report on multiscan analysis, email, Jan 24-30, 2011
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3.2 Quality assurance of array data

...

3.2.1 Empirical densities

Figure 3.1: Empirical densities of log2G, log2R, A and M , each across all 15 arrays.
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3.2.2 Pairwise scatter plots

Figure 3.2: Pairwise scatter plots of log2R for each pair of the 15 arrays.
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Figure 3.3: Pairwise scatter plots of log2G for each pair of the 15 arrays.
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Figure 3.4: Pairwise scatter plots of A for each pair of the 15 arrays.
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3.2.3 Spatial distributions
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Figure 3.5: Spatial distribution of log2G for each of the 15 arrays. Spots which contains
only buffer are left blank, i.e. their signals have been dropped. The vertical striped pattern
is due to how spots are printed onto the array and which genes are on which microtiter
plates.
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Figure 3.6: Spatial distribution of log2R for each of the 15 arrays. Spots which contains
only buffer are left blank, i.e. their signals have been dropped. The vertical striped pattern
is due to how spots are printed onto the array and which genes are on which microtiter
plates.
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Figure 3.7: Spatial distribution of A for each of the 15 arrays. Spots which contains only
buffer are left blank, i.e. their signals have been dropped. The vertical striped pattern
is due to how spots are printed onto the array and which genes are on which microtiter
plates.
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Figure 3.8: Spatial distribution of M for each of the 15 arrays. Spots which contains only
buffer are left blank, i.e. their signals have been dropped. The vertical striped pattern
is due to how spots are printed onto the array and which genes are on which microtiter
plates.
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3.2.4 Printorder

Figure 3.9: Average log-intensities (A) ordered according to how features where spotted
onto the microarray. Print-tip cycles #1-1152 contains spots interrogating genes with
names ”HCMV*”. Print-tip cycles about #145-165 contains spots interrogating genes
with names ”NA *”. The remaining print-tip cycles contains ”buffer-only” spots, which
data points we have dropped.
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3.2.5 Log-ratio log-intensity plots

Figure 3.10: Log-ratio log-intensity plots for all 15 arrays. The spots interrogating genes
with names ”NA *” are highlighted in blue.
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3.2.6 Heatmap of log-ratios with samples clustered

Figure 3.11: Heatmap of gene expression where the 15 arrays have been clustered.
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Appendix A

Data

A.1 Samples

...

Filename
1. ’01-07-11 Comp 1 NPC-Un(cy3) vsCPMC-041(cy5) 350 300.gpr’
2. ’01-07-11 Comp 2 NPC-Un(cy3) vsCPMC-047(cy5) 350 300.gpr’
3. ’01-07-11 Comp 3 NPC-Un(cy3) vs FetalBrain(cy5) 350 300.gpr’
4. ’09-16-10 Comp1 NPC-Untr (cy3) vs CPMC-050 (cy5).gpr’
5. ’09-16-10 Comp2 NPC-Untr (cy3) vs CPMC-062 (cy5).gpr’
6. ’09-16-10 Comp3 NPC-Untr (cy3) vs CPMC-085 (cy5).gpr’
7. ’09-16-10 Comp4 NPC-Untr (cy3) vs CPMC-086 (cy5).gpr’
8. ’09-16-10 Comp5 NPC-Untr (cy3) vs CPMC-093 (cy5).gpr’
9. ’09-16-10 Comp6 NPC-Untr (cy3) vs CPMC-099 (cy5).gpr’

10. ’09-30-10 Comp1 NPC-Untr (cy3) vs CPMC-084 (cy5).gpr’
11. ’09-30-10 Comp2 NPC-Untr (cy3) vs CPMC-013 (cy5).gpr’
12. ’09-30-10 Comp3 NPC-Untr (cy3) vs CPMC-061-RSF (cy5).gpr’
13. ’09-30-10 Comp4 NPC-Untr (cy3) vs CPMC-069 (cy5).gpr’
14. ’09-30-10 Comp5 NPC-Untr (cy3) vs CPMC-68 (cy5).gpr’
15. ’09-30-10 Comp6 NPC-Untr (cy3) vs CPMC-068N (cy5).gpr’

Table A.1: Data files analyzed.
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Name Date
1. NPC-Untr vs CPMC-041 20110107
2. NPC-Untr vs CPMC-047 20110107
3. NPC-Untr vs FetalBrain 20110107
4. NPC-Untr vs CPMC-050 20100916
5. NPC-Untr vs CPMC-062 20100916
6. NPC-Untr vs CPMC-085 20100916
7. NPC-Untr vs CPMC-086 20100916
8. NPC-Untr vs CPMC-093 20100916
9. NPC-Untr vs CPMC-099 20100916

10. NPC-Untr vs CPMC-084 20100930
11. NPC-Untr vs CPMC-013 20100930
12. NPC-Untr vs CPMC-061RSF 20100930
13. NPC-Untr vs CPMC-069 20100930
14. NPC-Untr vs CPMC-068 20100930
15. NPC-Untr vs CPMC-068N 20100930

Table A.2: Arrays analyzed. The information is automatically inferred from the filenames.
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Appendix B

Miscellaneous

B.1 Glossary

B.2 Supplementary Materials

Supplementary Files:

B.3 Session information

• R version 2.13.1 Patched (2011-07-09 r56344), x86_64-pc-mingw32

• Locale: LC_COLLATE=English_United States.1252,
LC_CTYPE=English_United States.1252,
LC_MONETARY=English_United States.1252, LC_NUMERIC=C,
LC_TIME=English_United States.1252

• Base packages: base, datasets, graphics, grDevices, methods, stats, utils

• Other packages: aroma.axon 0.1.1, aroma.core 2.1.1, aroma.light 1.21.1, digest 0.5.0,
limma 3.7.26, matrixStats 0.3.0, R.cache 0.4.2, R.filesets 1.0.3, R.methodsS3 1.2.1,
R.oo 1.8.1, R.rsp 0.5.4, R.rsp.addons 0.1.1, R.utils 1.7.6

• Loaded via a namespace (and not attached): gdata 2.8.1, gplots 2.8.0, gtools 2.6.2,
tools 2.13.1

This report was automatically generated using rsp() of the R.rsp package. Total processing
time (excluding RSP-to-R translation) was 15.76 seconds.
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